
(BASICS|PHASE 2/DISCIPLESHIP) 



8 For by grace you have been saved 

through faith, and that not of yourselves; it 

is the gift of God, 9 not of works, lest 

anyone should boast.             Eph. 2:8-9 

Salvation 

Past (Phase 1) Present (Phase 2) Future (Phase 3) 

Justification Sanctification Glorification 

Salvation Salvation Salvation 

I Have Been Saved From the  

Penalty of Sin 

I Am Being Saved From the  

Power of Sin 

I Will Be Saved  

From the  

Presence of Sin 

Free Costly Face to Face  

11 And do this, knowing the time, that 

now it is high time to awake out of sleep; 

for now our salvation is nearer than when 

we first believed.                    Rom.13:11 

8 But God demonstrates His own love 

toward us, in that while we were still sinners, 

Christ died for us. 9 Much more then, having 

now been justified by His blood, we shall be 

saved from wrath through Him.  Rom. 5:8-9 

Christian Disciple Glorified Bodies 



2 My brethren, count it all joy when you fall 

into various trials               James 1:2 

Recall James said “when,” you fall into various trials not “if.” God wants you to be joyful 
because the trials are a primary means he uses to make us more like Christ. 

God is clear about why He permits trials in our path and even wants us to know why.  
 Gk. Πειρασμο ́ς, trials, tests,familial physical, emotional, financial 
 

Why should a believer count their trials as all joy? Because these trials have a 

purpose in the plan of God.(POG)  

Various trials have ocurred and will continue to occur.  

1. Trials are given to test our faith. Verse 3  

2.Reason for trials is to increase our endurance/patience verse 3  

3. Trials advance us to spiritual maturity verse 4.  
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 3 knowing that the testing of your faith 

produces patience.      James 1:3 
The word knowing is a participle. Knowing is is how we we able to maintain the 

imperative in verse 2. (count all joy) 

PATIENCE GK. υ ̔πομονή TESTING-GK. δοκίμιον- to examine 

 knowing .Gk. γινώσκω 

Knowing that trials serve a purpose can determine whether you overcome your 

challenges or whether they overcome you. 

When you have an understanding of what God desires for you to know, your 

response or reaction to situations can be different from how you would 

react/respond if you were completely unaware 



4 But let patience have its perfect work, that 
you may be perfect and complete, lacking 

nothing.             James1:4  
The word let describes our duty in the middle of testing. It is the second 
command in this book. It tells us that we can hinder and get in the way of what 

God wants to do for us through testing. It shows that we have a vital part in letting 

testing achieve a successful end.  

The word perfect GK. τέλειος means to be bring to a full end—to come to a 

mature end. The word complete, has the sense of having all its parts. 



POINTS OF OBSERVATION 
From James Chapter 1:1-4 

Various trials have ocurred and will continue to occur.  

Why should a believer count their trials as all joy? Because these trials have a 

purpose in the plan of God.(POG)  

1. Trials are given to test our faith. Verse 3  

2.Reason for trials is to boost our endurance/patience verse 3  

3. Trials move us to spiritual maturity verse 4.  

Knowing that trials serve a purpose can determine whether you overcome your 

challenges or whether they overcome you. 
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2 My brethren, count it all joy when you fall 

into various trials               James 1:2 

Recall James said “when,” you fall into various trials not “if.” God wants you to be joyful 
because the trials are a primary means he uses to make us more like Christ. 

God is clear about why He permits trials in our path and even wants us to know why.  
 Gk. Πειρασμο ́ς,([TRIALS] GK noun/PIE-RHAS-MOSS/TRIALS) trials, tests,familial physical, 

emotional, financial [COUNT]=GK.VERB/HEY GAY-OH-MY/AORIST MIDDLE. IMPERATIVE 

Why should a believer count their trials as all joy? Because these trials have a 

function in the plan of God.(POG)  

Various trials have ocurred and will continue to occur.  

1. Trials are given to test our faith. Verse 3  

2.Reason for trials is to increase our endurance/patience verse 3  

3. Trials advance us to spiritual maturity verse 4.  
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4 But let patience have its perfect work, that 
you may be perfect and complete, lacking 

nothing.             James1:4  

The word let describes our duty in the middle of testing. It is the second 
command in this book. It tells us that we can hinder and get in the way of what 

God wants to do for us through testing. It shows that we have a vital part in letting 

testing achieve a successful end.  

The word perfect GK. τέλειος means to be bring to a full end—to come to a 

mature end. The word complete, has the sense of having all its parts. 



5 If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of 

God, who gives to all liberally and without 

reproach, and it will be given to him.     

                  James1:5  

The word if introduces a first class conditional sentence, which 
means the condition described is assumed to be true—“if you lack 

wisdom, and you undoubtedly do” is the idea. Wisdom refers to the skill of 

applying truth to everyday life situations. Knowledge perceives 

truth, and wisdom applies truth. 

James is telling us how we should express joy in testing, and this requires a big 

amount of wisdom 



5 If any of you lacks wisdom, let him ask of 

God, who gives to all liberally and without 

reproach, and it will be given to him.     

                  James1:5  

We just observed the doctrine of trials(V.2-5)Verse 2 & 4 form book ends  

What to do amidst the various trials(V2) 

What is the objective of trial in the life of the believer (V4) 

What do you if you can’t count it all joy(V5) 

1. Pray for wisdom to CIAJ (count it all joy) 

2. Expect God to answer you. 

3. followed by God’s promise to give us this ability. We are to ask God for the 

ability to look at tests as we 

should. God gives generously. 

The  word LACKS IS PRESENT PASSIVE INDICATIVE.GK VERB. LIPO ASK PRESENT ACTIVE IMPERATIVE gkVERB(I-TEH-O) GIVES IS  


